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Overview
eSchool - is a feature-rich, complete School Management System built using the latest
technology. This scalable school management software automates a school’s diverse
operations such as Time-table Generation, Inventory Management, Fee Management,
Attendance Management, Examination Management, Grades Management, Library
Management to name a few. Yet another advantage of this school management system
software is that it runs on minimal hardware.

Benefits to School Administration
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Easy performance monitoring of individual modules
Automated and quick report generation
Localized data repository for trouble-free data access
Authenticated proﬁle dependent access to data
User friendly interface requiring minimal learning and IT skills
High level data security
Unlimited Students and Staﬀs
Works Oﬄine and Online
Scalable
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This module helps to track staﬀ and student attendances accordingly and generates necessary reports staﬀ wise as well as
student wise.

This module helps to manage school inventory more eﬃciently and make sure the goods or items are properly utilized.
This module includes inventory types, categories, item details, inventory reports etc.

This Module helps to create diﬀerent types of examinations or terms to the classes and subjects. It also allows entering the
marks and generating certiﬁcates / reports to the passed and failed students. It also provides reports on percentage of total
students passed or failed etc.

This module helps to create marks type, subject wise minimum and maximum marks distribution, grades, promotion and
demotion, issuance of grade /report cards etc.

This Module gives a centralized management system for school library; it helps in managing books details, returns, issues,
books availability, books issued to students and staﬀs, stocks, ﬁnes and reports etc.

This module helps to manage all administrators. One can provide permission to all administrators so that the process and
data is secure all times to make sure that no one can misuse the application.

This module helps to depict the pictorial representation of various data like progress of admission over the years,
performance of students above a certain percentage, progress curve of a particular student over the years.

This module helps in tracking student fee payments, ﬁnes, installments and provides reports on students regarding paid
fees, unpaid fees, ﬁnes etc. Interfaces to name a few include creating yearly/monthly fee heads, ﬁne etc.

This Module records the student details according to class, section, session, student identity, academic year, gender etc.
Also one can promote the student to higher classes after ﬁnal examinations and record student transfers as well. Interfaces
include student details, individual student wise yearly /monthly fee payment status etc.

This module helps to create and view the posts, designations, staﬀ proﬁle details etc.
Staff

Reports

This module helps to generate several reports which can be downloaded in excel or word document. For example, report
of fee generated during a year, report of student enrolled during a year, report of staﬀs recruited during a year, inventory
report, report of students with in a speciﬁed percentage, report of books, attendance report and holiday list etc.
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